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+ Effortless portraits, your guests having the time of their lives, and moments - big and small

+ Candid joyous photos that celebrate the intimacy and emotion of the day

+ Heirloom images that allow you to remember it all, without sacrificing the chance to experience it
all

+ Because for you, it's not about getting the most images of your day, it's about getting the right
ones.

e v e r y t h i n g 
YOU’RE SOMEONE WHO KNOWS WHAT THEY WANT

www.lovevioletarose.com
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Price

Basic 6 3 Rolls 2 Meetings Minimal 2,200 USD

Standard 8 5 Rolls +
Polaroids Unlimited Artistic 3,200 USD

Premium
(most

popular)
10 8 Rolls +

Polaroids Unlimited Artistic 4,200 USD
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Services:
Explained

 + Hours of Comprehensive Coverage: Capture the essence of your day
with hours of dedicated photography coverage, preserving every
precious moment. 

+ Expertly Curated Film Photography: Our distinctive blend of digital
and film photography ensures your memories are captured with a
timeless and artistic touch. 

+ In-depth Pre-Event Consultations and Timeline Planning: We'll
collaborate closely with you, discussing your vision, preferences, and
ensuring that every detail is perfectly planned. 

+ Basic Post Production: Simple edits that capture your day in a
stunning way, keeping the authenticity and integrity of the day.

+ Artistic Post Production and Retouching: Our skilled post-production
will elevate your photos to a work of art, reflecting the emotions and
beauty of your day. 

 + Beautiful Interactive Online Web Gallery: Your own private, high-
resolution online gallery, beautifully showcasing your photos for easy
sharing and downloading to relive the day. 

+ Second Photographer for Enhanced Coverage: Ensure no moment goes unnoticed
with a second photographer, capturing different angles and candid moments.
Automatically adding more photos added to the gallery. 

+ Fine Art Canvas Print of Your Favorite Shot: Cherish your most cherished moment with
a professionally printed fine art canvas, a true masterpiece.

www.lovevioletarose.com



Thank You
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To see our Cinematic Video
packages, please email us at
info@lovevioletarose.com  


